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background: Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) and pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) have proven benefits in cardiopulmonary disease, which 
correlates with exercise performance achieved. Many patients in CR/PR have sub-optimal progression through the training program, 
without obvious limitations. Occult lower extremity peripheral artery disease (PAD) and cerebrovascular disease may be a determinant of 
diminished benefit from CR/PR.
Methods: We described the prevalence of PAD by ankle-brachial index (ABI) in 222 CR and 14 PR patients. Cognitive testing was 
performed on the PR patients to assess for cerebrovascular disease. Additional assessments were performed to describe risk factors, 
symptoms, and functional limitations.
Results: Abnormal ABIs were observed in 19% (42/222) and 29% (4/14) of the CR and PR population, respectively. Screening by classic 
PAD symptoms via the Edinburgh Claudication Questionnaire was insensitive in this population (CR: sensitivity 3.8%, specificity 95.5%; 
PR: sensitivity 0%, specificity 11%). With PR, the prevalence of cognitive impairment was high at 79% (11/14). At completion of CR, 
exercise improvement measured in metabolic equivalents (METs) was greater in those with normal ABI vs. abnormal ABI (+2.41 vs. +1.65 
METS, p=0.008).
conclusion: PAD is common in patients enrolled in CR/PR and is often clinically occult. Screening based on risk factor stratification 
and standard questionnaires appear insensitive in this population. This suggests a need for a broad-based screening strategy with ABI 
measurements. The PR population also has high rates of cognitive impairment, which may indicate a lack of disease-specific knowledge 
and adoption of other aspects of the PR program. In the CR population, lower extremity PAD does not appear to impair lower levels of 
activity but significantly impacts exercise improvement.
